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Abstract-- Droop control by means of virtual resistance (VR) 

control loops can be applied to paralleled dc-dc converters for 

achieving autonomous equal power sharing. However, equal 

power sharing does not guarantee an efficient operation of the 

whole system. In order to achieve higher efficiency and lower 

energy losses, this paper proposes a tertiary control level 

including an optimization method for achieving efficient 

operation. As the efficiency of each converter changes with the 

output power, VR values are set as decision variables for 

modifying the power sharing ratio among converters. Genetic 

algorithm is used in searching for a global efficiency optimum. In 

addition, a secondary control level is added to regulate the output 

voltage drooped by the VRs. However, system dynamics is 

affected when shifting up/down the VR references. Therefore, a 

secondary control for system damping is proposed and applied for 

maintaining system stability. Hardware-in-the-loop simulations 

are conducted to validate the effectiveness of this method. The 

results show that the system efficiency is improved by using 

tertiary optimization control and the desired transient response is 

ensured with system damping secondary control. 

Index Terms--tertiary control, efficiency optimization, 

secondary control, system damping, droop method, hierarchical 

control, dc-dc converters. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

irect current (dc) electricity distribution systems are

generally accepted as high efficiency, high reliability and 

simple control systems [1]–[6]. During last decades, parallel 

operation of dc-dc converters have been widely used in various 

applications, such as in dc power conversion systems like 

shown in Fig. 1, which show many advantages such as 

enhanced flexibility, reduced thermal and electrical stress, 

improved reliability and so forth [1]–[3].  

For the parallel operation, one challenging issue is the 

current sharing control among converters. Up to date, several 

kinds of current sharing approaches have been proposed, and 

they can be classified as active current sharing techniques and 

droop methods [1]. The droop control steams from classical 

power system theories to mimic the nature of synchronous 

generators which drop their frequency/voltage when active or  
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Fig. 1. Droop-controlled  dc-dc conversion system 

reactive power demands increase. In paralleled dc/dc 

converters control system, droop control appears as an external 

loop, also named virtual resistance (VR) loop, over inner 

voltage and current control loops [7], [8]. Since droop control 

is a decentralized strategy which  does not require 

communication links and offers higher reliability and 

flexibility, it is preferred in paralleled converter systems and 

distributed power systems [3], [4], [7]–[10]. 

Although the droop control facilitates autonomous power 

sharing among paralleled converters, in its basic from it does 

not guarantee an optimum system operation. In order to 

improve the conversion efficiency, many efforts have been 

made on enhancing the performance of each single converter 

[11]–[18]. Especially, it is recognized that converter efficiency 

is relatively lower in light load conditions where more 

improvement are expected [15]–[17], [19]. Apart from 

improving the design and control for a single converter, the 

system level control strategy for operating all the converters 

can also be optimized. In [19], an Inverter-Dropping method 

for enhancing the efficiency of paralleling inverters in light 

load conditions is proposed. Similarly with this method but 

instead of dropping modules, this paper proposes a VR shifting 

method for adjusting operation points of converters so as to 

optimize the sharing proportion among converters and achieve 

higher system efficiency. By properly establishing the system 

mathematical model and designing the interface between 

tertiary control and lower control levels, the optimization can 

be performed online. 
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However, stability issues may appear when VRs are 

changed. In order to ensure system stability, small signal 

analysis is usually applied in order to find proper control 

parameters [10], [20]–[23]. In [10], suitable VRs are 

calculated according to small signal analysis results for 

keeping stable operation. In [21], a stability margin for droop 

gains when executing energy management is set. In order to 

achieve proper load sharing while keeping stable operation 

especially in high gain angle droop conditions, a 

supplementary droop control is introduced in [22]. 

Necessarily, small signal analysis method for ensuring system 

stability is also studied in this paper, and in additional to that, 

a secondary control for system damping (SCSD) is proposed 

achieving automatic desirable system damping control.  

A 3-level hierarchical control scheme is proposed in this 

paper formulating a complete control system. A droop-

controlled buck converter based dc-dc conversion system is 

taken as an example. The structure of hierarchical control 

method is described in section II, with droop control, bus 

voltage secondary control, SCSD and tertiary control for 

efficiency optimization (TCEO) being distinguished. In 

Section III, the optimization problem is formulated and 

analyzed by defining the objective function and respective 

constraints. The algorithm is also presented and tuned. Section 

IV introduces a novel method of SCSD for desirable system 

damping. The state-space model of the system is established, 

root locus analysis is described and the control structure is also 

presented. In Section V, hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) 

simulation results are presented and discussed. Finally, Section 

VI gives the conclusion.  

For the sake of simplicity, the analysis has been done for a 

2-converter system, and then the HIL simulations are extended 

to a 4-converter system. 

II.  HIERARCHICAL CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 

Hierarchical control was proposed for proper control of 

microgrids [7], [8]. Three control levels, defined as primary 

control, secondary control and tertiary control, are integrated 

together to fulfill control objectives in different significances 

and time scales. The concept of hierarchical control can be 

conceived in paralleled dc-dc converter system, as shown in 

Fig. 2. Primary control enables power sharing among 

converters by using droop control. Secondary control deals 

with voltage deviation restoration, and in addition to that, this 

paper also proposes a SCSD method to realize enhanced 

system dynamics. In the top level, tertiary control was usually 

issued the task of power flow control. Moreover, optimization 

functions can be also integrated in this level acting on set-

points within the primary and secondary control and achieving 

optimal operation of the whole system. In this paper, by 

properly establishing the mathematical model, online 

optimization is realized. 

In Fig. 2, the plant block shows a simplified equivalent 

circuit of two dc-dc converters connected in parallel powering 

a common load bus. Droop controlled dc-dc converter acts as 

a voltage source in series with VR (Rd). In primary level,  

 

Fig. 2. Hierarchical control applied to dc system 

droop control method is implemented which includes the VR 

control loop expressed as: 

dc ref d ov v R i                              (1) 

where io is the output current of each unit, Rd is the VR value, 

and vref  is the output voltage reference at no load. Usually VR 

is fixed by the maximum allowed voltage deviation εv and 

maximum output current imax: 

max/d vR i                                 (2) 

Primary loop ensures power sharing and stable operation, 

however, according to (1), the voltage deviation is inherent 

and depends on load current. In order to solve this problem, 

voltage secondary control is implemented. The dc bus voltage 

is sensed and compared with desired voltage *
refV , with the 

voltage error being sent to a PI (Proportional-Integral) 

controller to generate a compensating quantity δv for each 

converter reference: 

* *( ) ( )p ref dc i ref dcv k V v k V v dt                 (3) 

Then the reference voltage with secondary voltage 

restoration can be generated as:  
*

ref refv V v                               (4) 

Finally, tertiary level receives system data including the 

number of operating converters, the rated power and output 

current of each converter. Received information is processed 

by optimization algorithm to find the optimal load current 

sharing proportion. VRs are the actual decision variables for 

adjusting sharing efforts of each converter. However, in order 

to keep stable operation while changing VRs, a SCSD is 

implemented to readjust the optimal VRs given by TCEO so as 

to control the system to a desired damping level. Also, a 1
st
 

order butterworth low pass filter (LPF) is required between 

higher level regulation and primary droop to smooth the  
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Fig. 3. Typical converter efficiency curve 

shifting of VRs, so as to decouple the dynamics of different 

control levels. Generally, each higher control level needs to be 

approximately an order of magnitude slower than the down 

streaming level [7], [24]. Considering that the voltage control 

loop response time is around 0.02-0.04s, the cut-off frequency 

of the LPF between tertiary control and lower control levels is 

set to 5Hz. 

It is noteworthy that secondary voltage restoration control 

(SVRC) is important when considering higher level controls. 

Without SVRC the voltage deviation caused by droop control 

and stochastic load changes cannot be fast restored. In this 

sense, SVRC provides significant support to stabilize dc bus 

voltage. LPFs are necessarily needed to slow down the change 

of VR values as well as to decouple the regulation speed of 

VR adaptive control and SVRC.  

III.  OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS 

Although modern power electronic system provides high 

efficiency conversion, losses are inevitable, and minimization 

of losses is required. In a paralleling converter system, total 

losses are mostly related to conversion losses which mainly 

include switching loss of semiconductor components and 

conduction loss of parasitic resistive elements [25]–[27]. Since 

these losses are related with conversion current, even if 

constant input and output voltages are assumed, converter 

efficiency changes with its load current as shown in Fig. 3 

[17], [25]–[29]. The highest efficiency is usually reached 

between 30% to 60% load (the power losses change with 

conversion current nonlinearly), there exists a room for 

optimization, which is to find the power sharing proportion 

where the losses of the system are minimum.  

A.  Converter Efficiency and Objective Function 

A theoretical efficiency curve is shown in Fig. 3. Matlab 

Curve Fitting Tool is used to transform data into function: 
32 10 0.30.975 0.1257i ii e e
                     (5) 

where η is converter efficiency and i is converter output 

current. Then, the power conversion losses of a system with n 

paralleled converters may be calculated as follows: 

1

n
j

TL DC j
jj

P V I




  


                      (6) 

where VDC is dc bus voltage, Ij is the output current of j
th

  

 

Fig. 4. The effect of sharing proportion changing: (a) system power loss 

changing with sharing proportion; (b) system efficiency changing with 

sharing proportion. 

converter, and ηj is the efficiency of j
th

 converter. 

Minimization of total conversion losses, PTL, is taken as the 

objective in the following optimization problem. 

Assuming two converters operating in parallel with the 

same efficiency curve, as shown in Fig. 3, the general 

approach for enhancing system efficiency is to differentiate 

sharing proportion in light load conditions instead of equal 

sharing load current. A sharing proportion gain k is defined as: 

1

2

1 2 load

I
k

I

I I I





  

                            (7) 

which is used to evaluate the system power loss and efficiency 

change, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows the varying trends of system power 

losses and total efficiency with sharing proportion in different 

load current levels. In light load condition (Iload = 6A), the 

system loss is lower when the sharing proportion gain is higher 

while in heavy load condition (Iload = 20A) the system loss is 

lower when the two converters equally share the load current. 

The physical intuition behind the phenomenon is that, if the 

two converters are equally sharing the load current, the system 

overall efficiency is the average efficiency between the 

converters, while if the sharing ratio is differentiated, the 
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system overall efficiency is mostly decided by the converter 

which is supplying most of the load current (since most of the 

power loss is caused by the one which supplies most load 

current). As can be seen from the typical efficiency curve in 

Fig. 3, in light load condition, the efficiency of the converter is 

low, if the two converters equal share load current, the system 

overall efficiency is the average efficiency between them 

(dashed red and green points in Fig. 3). Alternatively, one of 

them can supply most of the load current with high efficiency, 

while the other one outputs little current. The system overall 

efficiency is close to the efficiency of the converter that 

supplies most of the load current (solid red point in Fig. 3), 

which is obviously much higher than average sharing 

condition. As a result, it can be seen in Fig. 4 that in light load 

condition the system efficiency is lower when k=1 and higher 

when the sharing proportion is differentiated. In heavy load 

condition, as the efficiency of the converter is gradually 

decreasing, based on the above explanation, the system overall 

efficiency is lower when the sharing proportion is 

differentiated as shown in Fig. 4.  

Accordingly, a system efficiency enhancement room exists 

especially under light load conditions. Special case is in 

medium load condition (Iload = 12A). The system power losses 

at k=0.1, k=1 and k=10 are almost the same, which means in 

medium load condition it becomes more viable to make 

converter equally share. But if the sharing proportion gain is 

further increased the system power losses can be reduced (see 

comparison between k=10 and k=100 in Fig. 4 (a)), which 

demonstrate that the system power losses can be changed by 

adjusting the sharing proportion. 

Based on above discussion, by changing sharing proportion, 

the system efficiency can be improved under light to medium 

load conditions.  

B.  Effect of VR Shifting and Decision Variable 

In order to change the current sharing proportion, an 

adaptive VR method is proposed, as shown in Fig. 5 (SVRC is 

not considered in this figure). Two converters are given the 

same reference voltage Vref. Originally, the two converters 

share the load current equally (I1=I2=Iload/2). If the VR of one 

converter is changed to another value (see green line in Fig. 5), 

the sharing proportion is changed. Then, from (1) one can get: 

ref DC

j
dj

V V
I

R


                                  (8) 

where Ij and Rdj are the output current and VR of the j
th

 

converter respectively. In a 2-converter system, the load 

sharing ratio is: 

21

2 1

d

d

RI
k

I R
                                  (9) 

Accordingly, the optimization objective is to find an 

optimal proportion of load current sharing by changing VR 

values. It is noteworthy that the ratio of the VR values 

determines the load current sharing proportion between units 

and consequently influences the system power loss, while the 

absolute values of VRs do not actually affect the system  

 

Fig. 5. Sharing Proportion Adjusting by VR Shifting 

efficiency. It can be understood from Eq. (6) that the total 

power loss is decided by VDC, Ij and ηj, if VDC is kept at 48V by 

secondary control, ηj is determined by the converter feature 

and output current Ij (see Eq. (5)) Considering that the total 

output currents of all the converters are decided by the load 

current (see Eq. (7)), the change of VR values can only adjust 

the sharing proportion among converters (see Eq. (9)), while 

the absolute value of VR does not really affect the system 

efficiency. However, the VR changes certainly have influence 

on DC bus voltage (as can be seen from Fig. 5) and system 

dynamics. SVRC is necessarily needed to restore and stabilize 

the bus voltage. The system dynamics are analyzed and 

discussed in Section IV. 

C.  Optimization Problem Formulation 

Based on the analysis above, the optimization problem can 

be described as: 

 _ : TLObjective Function Min P                                        (10) 

 1 2_ : , ,...,d d dnDecision Variables R R R                            (11) 

 

 

1 2

1 2

1 2

0 , ,..., 1

, ,...,
_ :

...

1 20 20

d d dn

n MAX

n load

ij

R R R

I I I I
Subject To

I I I I

k

  





   
  

                           (12) 

3

1 2
1 2

2 10 0.3

1 1 1
: : ... : : : ... :

:

0.975 0.1257j j

n
d d dn

I I

j j

I I I
R R RConsider

I e e
    






      

   (13) 

where PTL is the total power loss calculated by (6), Rd is the 

VR of each converter, as the optimization is actually to find an 

optimal sharing ratio, the given range of Rd is initially set to 

[0,1], IMAX is the maximum conversion current limit of each 

converter, the sum of converter output current should be equal 

to total load current, and the ratio between any two converters 

(kij) is limited between 1/20 and 20.  

According to (10)-(13), consider a system with two droop-

controlled buck converters with same efficiency curve  as 

shown in Fig. 3, under certain  load current Iload, objective PTL 

can be plotted with respect to VRs (Rd1, Rd2), which is shown 

in Fig. 6 (a)-(c). The shape and color represent the system 

power loss. The objective is to make the system operate in 

colder color and lower height areas. 
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Fig. 6. Objective function plot with regard to virtual resistances: (a) objective 

function under Iload=6A; (b) objective function under Iload=12A; (c) objective 

function under Iload=15A; (d) contour view under Iload=13A. 

According to Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b), in light and medium 

load conditions it is more efficient to differentiate the VRs of 

two converters so as to make one of them supply most part of 

the load current. Considering the stability issues, the sharing 

ratio is limited between 1/20 to 20 instead of making some of 

them supplying all of the load current, as defined in (12). From 

another perspective, decision whether it is better to turn off the 

converter or keep it online depends on the characteristic of the 

consumption profile. If the load profile is stable during long 

time and changing slowly, one can just switch on and off some 

converters so as to enhance the efficiency [19], but if the load 

profile is dynamically changing, it is better to keep the 

converters online and VRs can be shifted to change the sharing 

as the case considered in this paper. In heavy load conditions 

as shown in Fig. 6 (c), it is better to set the same VRs so as to 

make them equally share the load current. 

D.  Optimization Algorithm Selection and Parameter Tuning 

In order to solve the optimization model formulated above, 

a proper algorithm should be implemented. The selection of 

algorithms is based on the analysis of objective function. 

Global and local optimization methods are taken into option. 

The fastest optimization algorithms only seek local optimum 

point which is called local optimization, such as simplex 

method and gradient based algorithms. However, local 

optimization does not guarantee global optimal solution. On 

the other hand, global optimization algorithms, such as genetic 

algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), are 

able to find global optimum. However, they may require more 

computational time and memory space. Consequently, 

preliminary analysis and tests are necessary for selecting a 

proper algorithm and improving its performance. 

It can be seen from Fig. 6 (d) that in this load condition 

there is a ‘ridge’ between two minimum sides. Different 

solutions may be obtained with different initial points. Local 

optimization is not capable of climbing over the ‘ridge’.  

 

Fig. 7. GA Parameter Tuning: (a) Npop=10, Ng=10; (b) Npop=10, Ng=30; (c) 

Npop=20, Ng=50; (d) Npop=30, Ng=200. 

Accordingly, this paper employs genetic algorithm to solve the 

optimization problem.  

The basic parameters of GA significantly influence the 

performance of the program [30], [31]. For different sorts of 

problems, good parameter settings of GA can be significantly 

different. Parameter tuning and tests are necessary for ensuring 

that the algorithm gives reliable and optimal solutions. 

When selecting parameters, such as population size (Npop) 

and maximum number of generations (Ng), there is usually a 

tradeoff between computational time and quality of final 

solutions. In addition, as these parameters cannot be treated 

separately, a rational matching is also important. 

In this paper, crossover rate is set to 0.8 (default setting), 

Npop and Ng are tuned to achieve better performance. Case 

Iload=12A is used to adjust parameters because of the 

representativeness under this load condition, the algorithm is 

conducted 100 times to gather the final solutions (see Fig. 7). 

In order to use the least computational time while ensuring 

acceptable quality of final solutions, the tuning process starts 

from Npop =10, Ng =10 (see Fig. 7(a)).With this parameter 

setting, algorithm is not able to always put solutions into near-

optimum region. To improve its performance, both Npop and Ng 

are increased gradually (see Fig. 7(a)-(d)). Final settings (Npop 

=30, Ng =200) are able to facilitate the solutions converge to 

the near-optimum region. Practically, GA finds a near global 

optimal solution in every situation. 

In addition, consider that in a multi-converter system if the 

efficiencies of the converters are the same, in certain load 

conditions there will be multiple optimal solutions. The 

decision-making algorithm needs to decide which ones should 

supply most of the load current in certain load conditions. In 

this case, a scheduling procedure can be adopted, as it was 

done in i.e. [32]. A priority number can be assigned to each 
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converter deciding the operating sequence and distributing the 

total workload among all the converters over a period of time. 

But this approach is out of the scope of this paper. 

IV.  SECONDARY CONTROL SCHEME FOR SYSTEM DAMPING  

The dynamic model of a paralleled buck converter system 

(2 modules) is shown in Fig. 8. The droop control loop and 

secondary control loop is introduced in (1)~(4). VR appears as 

a proportional current feedback (Rd1 and Rd2) over inner 

control loops. Voltage and current loops can be accomplished 

by conventional PI controllers: 

   

   

* *

0

0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

t

ref Pv DC DC Iv DC DC

t

Pc ref L Ic ref L

i t K v t v t K v v d

d t K i t i t K i i d

  

  

     

     




(14) 

where d is the duty ratio, iL and vDC are the converter inductor 

current and capacitor voltage respectively. KPv, KPc, KIv and KIc 

are the control parameters of voltage and current loop PI 

controllers, iref and *
DCv  are the references for current and 

voltage loops. 

Based on Fig. 8, each converter can be described by the 

following dynamic model: 

( )

( ) ( )
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1
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*
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*
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j Pc ref j L j
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di
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dt
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dv
C i v

dt R

K
d K i i

s

K
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v v R i

K
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*
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where subscript j denotes the j
th

 converter parameters, N is the 

total number of converters, L and C are inductance and 

capacitance of the converter output filter, Rp is the parasitic 

resistance of the filter, Rload is the equivalent resistance of the 

total load, vin is the source voltage, vref is the common voltage 

reference generated by voltage secondary control, KPsc, KIsc 

and *
refV are the control parameters and reference of voltage 

secondary control loop.  

In order to analyze a general multi-module system 

consisting of N converters, (14) has been rewritten in a more 

compact state space model defined as [23]: 

 s s s sx A x B u    

where all the modules share the common part of  secondary 

control and capacitor. The eigenvalues of the state matrix As 

can be used to analyze system stability [23]. 

A.  Root Locus Analysis 

Based on the state space model (15), root locus can be 

obtained and used to examine the system dynamics. Inner 

loops are first tuned to achieve stable operation. VRs are then 

changed to obtain the root locus, as shown in Fig. 9. By 

changing the VRs with different ratios (k=1, k=2, k=5, k=20) 

in different load levels, the shifting trajectory of the system 

dynamics can be observed. According to efficiency curve in 

Fig. 3, when load current is smaller than 8-10A, it is more 

efficient to use only single converter, when load condition is in 

medium level, an optimal ratio can be found, while at heavy  

load condition, equally sharing load current is the most 

efficient way. Consequently, in Fig. 9, the root locus is 

obtained in different load levels, in light-load level (6A) k is 

set to 20, in medium-load level (12A) k is changed from 1 to 

20 while in high-load level (20A) the k is set to 1.  

Initially, in Fig. 9 (a)-(f), with all the eigenvalues located in 

the left-half plane (negative real part), the system is stable. 

However, the damping of the system should be constrained to 

a desired level. The minimum angle among all the eigenvalues 

actually represents the damping level of the system. As a 

result, in order to ensure that system operates with acceptable 

dynamic properties, the minimum angle of the eigenvalues can 

be controlled. Fig. 9 (a) shows the root locus under load 

current 6A, and the sharing ratio is 20:1 which means one 

converter supply the most load current. VR value of one 

converter is changed from 0.02-0.04, and the other from 0.4-

0.8 to keep the sharing ratio. The roots marked by dashed 

circle which are sensitive to the VR value changing are the 

dominant poles affecting most the system damping. Similar 

phenomenon can be also observed in Fig. 9(b)-(e). As a 

conclusion, the purpose of Fig. 9 is to examine the system 

stability when change the VR value with different sharing ratio 

k. Fig. 9 (a)~(e) show the general root locus of the eigenvalues 

which indicate that the dominant eigenvalues are the ones that 

are marked by the dashed circle. The angle of these dominant 

eigenvalues (see the dashed line without arrow in Fig. 9 (f)) 

decides the damping level of the system. Consequently, the 

system damping can be controlled by constraining the 

minimum angle of the dominant eigenvalues by changing VRs 

of the converters with predefined ratio, as shown in Fig. 9(f) 

(the dominant eigenvalues can be controlled around the dashed 

line so as to obtain desirable system damping), while this ratio 

is actually the optimal ratio given by tertiary control. 

To demonstrate the conclusion drawn above, the simulation 

results presented in Fig. 10 show the dynamic comparison for 

different VR settings with different sharing ratio k (e.g. k=1, 

5,10). It can be observed that when increasing VR values, the 

minimal angle of eigenvalues is increasing, and the system 

becomes more damped. However, as can be seen from Eq. (1) 

that, if the VR value is set too large, it causes large transient 

deviation and long recovery time to the DC bus voltage during 

loading/unloading process (see blue curve of ‘DC Bus 

Voltage’ in Fig. 10). Accordingly, it is necessary to find the 

proper VR values so as to obtain desirable damping.  

B.  System Damping via Secondary Control 

Although the VRs setting which offers better damping can 

be selected under a certain load condition according to system 

dynamic comparison as shown in Fig. 10. However, with the 
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fast changing of load condition as well as the readjustment of 

VRs from tertiary control, the desired VR values are also 

changing. Consequently, the best way to achieve desired 

system damping is to control the minimal angle of eigenvalues. 

Furthermore, tertiary control may be too slow for fast 

constraining system dynamics. Based on the discussion above, 

this paper proposes a SCSD, as shown in Fig. 11.  

In this figure, the State Matrix Calculation block calculates 

the minimum angle of eigenvalues according to system state 

space model and system information (dc bus voltage, load 

condition, etc.). The minimum angle, Anglemin, is compared 

with a damping reference which is an angle value, the error is 

sent to a PI controller to adjust the initial value Rd_ini. Then, 

this value is multiplied by the optimal ratios (k1, k2, …, kn) 

which are calculated according to TCEO solutions. Finally, the 

adjusted solutions are sent to primary controllers. LPFs are 

needed to smooth the shifting process. 

It is worth noting that the range of VR values is not fixed. 

By applying SCSD, the optimal VR values from TCEO are 

automatically readjusted to ensure better system dynamics. 

V.  HARDWARE IN THE LOOP SIMULATION RESULTS 

In order to validate the method presented in the paper, HIL 

simulations are conducted in dSPACE platform with exact 

models of four droop controlled dc-dc converters forming a dc 

conversion system. The electrical and control parameters are 

shown in Table I. The conversion system consists of four 

100V/48V buck converters with maximum output current 20A 

of each. Assuming 10% of voltage regulation, all the VRs are 

set to 0.24 Ohm (according to (2)) so as to equally share load  

 

Fig. 8. Dynamic Model of a System with Two Paralleled Converters  

 
Fig. 9. Rootlocus of the system dynamic model with VR changing: (a) Iload=6A, k=20, Rd1=0.02-0.04, Rd2=0.4-0.8; (b) Iload=12A, k=20, Rd1=0.02-0.04, 

Rd2=0.4-0.8; (c) Iload=12A, k=5, Rd1=0.02-0.2, Rd2=0.1-1; (d) Iload=12A, k=2, Rd1=0.02-0. 4, Rd2=0.04-0.8; (e) Iload=12A, k=1, Rd1=0.02-1, Rd2=0.02-1; 

(f) Iload=20A, k=1, Rd1=0.02-1, Rd2=0.02-1. 
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TABLE I.  ELECTRICAL AND CONTROL SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Class Parameters 

Converter 

Basic 

Converter Type 100V/48V Buck 

Max. Current 20 A (1000 W) 

Convertional Droop (Rd) 0.24 Ohm 

Effcon1 >  Effcon2 >  Effcon3 >  Effcon4 

Plant 

L 1.8e-3 H 

C 2.2e-3 F 

Primary 

Control 

(Inner Loop) 

KPc 1 

KIc 97 

KPv 0.5 

KIv 993 

Time Step 1e-4s 

Voltage 

Secondary 

KPsc 0.02 

KIsc 70 

Time Step 1e-4s 

Damping 

Secondary 

KPdp 0.01 

KIdp 20 

Damping*(Angle*) 1.95 rad 

Time Step 1e-4s 

Genetic 

Algorithm 

Npop 30 

Ng 400 

Time Step 2s 

current. L and C are output filter inductor and capacitor 

equivalent values, KPv, KPc, KPsc, KPdp, KIv, KIc, KIsc and KIdp are 

the proportional and integral term of voltage inner loop, 

current inner loop, voltage secondary control loop and SCSD 

loop, Damping
*
(Angle

*
) is set to 1.95 rad, this value can be 

adjusted according to different system damping requirements. 

The cut-off frequency of the 1
st
 order butterworth LPF 

implemented between SCSD and primary control is set to 5 

Hz. And the four converters have small efficiency differences: 

converter 1 has the highest efficiency while converter 4 has the 

lowest. Three kinds of control methods are considered in this 

part: (m1) conventional fixed VR values, (m2) optimized 

sharing ratio without SCSD, (m3) optimized sharing ratio with 

SCSD. In Fig. 12, the system power loss and efficiency are 

compared between methods (m1) and (m3). Since SCSD does 

not affect the system efficiency and power loss, method (m2) 

is not presented in Fig. 12. The input load profiles in Fig. 12 

are: (a) increasing load power from 200W to 3200W; (b) 

random load profile varying between 1000W and 3000W. 

Considering the system dynamic performance, the three 

methods (m1), (m2) and (m3) are compared in Fig. 16.  

First, a simulation is conducted with load power increasing 

from 200W to 3200W, as shown in Fig. 12 (a). In the 

optimized system, the four converters are not always equally 

sharing load power, with the increasing of load power, the 

TCEO gradually increases the load sharing proportion of 

different converters. According to the power loss and 

efficiency comparison, the optimized control offers enhanced 

system efficiency improvement in light and medium load 

conditions while in heavy load condition, the room for 

optimization is limited. This result is in accordance with the 

objective function analysis done in Section III. Furthermore, 

during load power increasing, the dc bus voltage is stabilized 

to the rated value 48V. The current curves show the strategy of  

 
Fig. 10. System damping comparison with different VR ratio: (a) k=1, Rd changes from 0.2 to 0.8; (b) k=5, Rd changes from 0.05 to 1.5; (c) k=10, Rd 

changes from 0.02 to 4. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Secondary control for system damping (SCSD). 
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Fig. 13. System power loss (different efficiency features of converters are 

considered). 

employing converters in different load levels. Since converter 

1 has the highest efficiency, it is most employed, while 

converter 4 has the lowest efficiency, it is the last considered 

converter. It is noteworthy that the converters which are not 

supplying current are not totally shut-down, they receive 

relative larger VR values from TCEO and also output small 

amount of current. In addition, the optimal load sharing ratio 

among units is achieved so as to maximize the overall 

efficiency. 

One step further, in order to test the performance and 

response of the method under random load conditions, a load 

profile is given to the system, as shown in Fig. 12 (b). The 

load power is varying between 1000W and 3000W. During the  

 

Fig. 14. Tertairy optimization performance. 

test phase, it can be observed that the converter control 

strategy is optimized by the tertiary control and the system 

efficiency is enhanced compared with non-optimized results. 

In Fig. 12 (b), the parameter N is the number of converters that 

supply most of the load current, which denotes the decision 

given by tertiary control. In light load conditions when the 

TCEO employs less number of converters, the improvement of 

system efficiency is higher. In heavy load conditions, the four 

converters are supplying together with optimized sharing ratio. 

 

Fig. 12. HIL results: (a) with increasing load power; (b) with random generated load power. 
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Also, the dc bus voltage is kept at 48V throughout the test 

process by the secondary control action.  

It needs to be clarified that, in light load conditions, the 

decision of which converters are heavily used and which are 

supplying small amount of current is also the solution given by 

TCEO. Moreover, the sharing proportion among heavily used 

converters is also optimized. It can be seen from Fig. 12 that, 

in medium load conditions (when converter1 and converter2 

are supplying most of the load current), the difference of 

currents between converter1 and converter2 is not quite 

obvious, because in this condition, the optimized solution 

actually locates near equal sharing point. As shown in Fig. 13, 

the power loss is plotted considering two converters with 

different efficiency, and the blue cross points denote the 

minimized power loss point in different load conditions. When 

the load current is low, it is more efficient to increase the 

sharing proportion of the high efficiency converter. And when 

the load current is in medium level (18-22A), the minimized 

power loss point is near the equal sharing point, which results 

in the same output current of converter1 and converter2 when 

they are supplying most of the load current in Fig. 12. 

Furthermore, in heavy load conditions, the sharing proportion 

among all the converters is optimized according to their 

efficiency, result in the different output currents of all the 

converters. However, the optimization room is quite limited 

under this situation, so it does not improve much the system 

efficiency. 

Considering the performance of the optimization algorithm, 

the detailed activation process is shown in Fig. 14. The load 

power is set to 500W, and at one point the TCEO is activated. 

After 2 seconds (one optimization time step), the TCEO finds 

a set of optimal Rd values, as that shown in Fig. 14 (b). Fig. 14 

(c) shows the final Rd values which are readjusted by SCSD 

and LPF and then sent to primary controllers. By comparing 

Fig. 14 (b) and (c), it can be seen that the SCSD keeps the 

ratio between Rd values but adjusts the absolute values to 

ensure desirable system dynamics. Consequently the currents 

in Fig. 14 (d) are differentiated resulting in the reduced system  

power loss compared with non-optimized system (see Fig. 14 

(a)).  These results demonstrate that the TCEO is able to find 

 

Fig. 16. System Dynamics Comparison 

desirable solutions within pre-set times step (2s) and improve 

the efficiency of the system.  

In order to show the performance of the optimization 

algorithm, the objective function value in each generation is 

plotted in Fig. 15 (in a 4-converter system with different load 

current level). 1000 generations are processed in each run, the 

total time consuming is 0.16~0.18s. It can be seen that in all 

load conditions, the GA tries to minimize the objective 

function value (power loss), and after 400 generations the 

optimization algorithm gives almost no improvements which 

indicates the convergence of GA to near optimal solution. 

Accordingly, the total number of generation (Ng) is set to 400 

in this paper (see Table I). It takes 0.07~0.08s to process 400 

generations in each run of GA. 

In addition, it has to be clarified that this paper considers a 

constant input voltage (100V) to all the paralleled converters. 

If the input voltage is variable, a 3-dimension look-up table, 

which stores the efficiency value of the converter under 

different input voltages, can be used as the example case 

introduced in [18]. Considering that the aging of devices also 

influences the converter efficiency, online/offline efficiency 

 
Fig. 15. Objective function value in each generation (in a 4-converter system): (a) light load condition, Iload=12A; (b) medium load condition, Iload=24A; (c) 

heavy load condition, Iload=36A. 
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measurement can be deployed to refresh efficiency data and 

update the efficiency information periodically to improve the 

accuracy of the optimization results. 

Apart from efficiency optimization, system dynamics are 

also important especially when varying VR values. The 

comparison among the ones with or without SCSD and with 

conventional fixed VRs is shown in Fig. 16. One can observe 

that the curve with SCSD shows improved system dynamics 

compared with the ones without SCSD. The load current and 

load power curves show that with SCSD, the current and 

power have a fast and more damped restoration after load 

changes. The voltage curve shows that SCSD limits the dc bus 

voltage oscillation after a load change. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes secondary and tertiary control levels 

for improving system dynamics and enhancing the efficiency 

of a paralleled dc-dc converter system. Conventionally, load 

current is equally shared among converters that the system 

efficiency is low, especially in light-load conditions. 

Hierarchical control conception is adopted and improved in 

this paper so as to realize system efficiency enhancement while 

ensure desirable system damping: (i) adaptive VR method is 

employed in the primary control level achieving proportionally 

adjustment of load sharing among converters and well 

interfacing with tertiary optimization; (ii) voltage secondary 

control takes charge of voltage deviation restoration, also a 

secondary control for system damping is proposed to improve 

the system dynamics; and (iii) GA is integrated in the tertiary 

level to enhance the system efficiency by solving an 

optimization problem, the system model is simplified 

formulating a proper mathematical model for optimization 

purpose, and online optimization is actualized.  

HIL simulations are conducted in a system consisting of 

four buck converters with different efficiency characteristics. 

The results indicate the potential of the efficiency 

improvement in paralleled converter system. Also, the method 

is demonstrated to be capable of improving system efficiency 

while keeping desired system damping. 
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